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Introduction
Among the forms of knowledge thatexpressand at the same time shape world views and
social standards, scientific discourse, like religious discourse, has played a key part in
producing an appearance of truth, appealing to ‘‘nature’’ as incontrovertible evidence.
Throughout history, medicine has helped to theorize and justify gender differences and
inequalities by naturalizing them, that is, by basing the attribution of social functions and
hierarchies on a set of physical, moral and intellectual inclinations and aptitudes, suppo-
sedly rooted in nature, which doctors declared themselves to be the persons most author-
ized to disclose and interpret. Indeed, in various ages and societies scientific discourses
(particularly medical discourse) have persistently wondered about the meaning of gender
difference and inequality, and in doing so they projected the conventions, expectations and
prejudices of their own time on to their questions and responses, and on to the attitudes and
results of their research and practice.
1
The influence of medical science became particularly intense in European culture and
societyin the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, asthe secularization ofthinking reduced
the preponderant role of providentialist explanations in favour of othersbased on ‘‘reason’’
and ‘‘evidence’’, and the medical profession experienced an increase in its social prestige
and power. Since medieval times, however, medical or philosophical explanations of
classical origin and the Christian tradition based on the Bible and theological authorities
had been the main pillars that supported theories about the different ‘‘nature’’, functions
and authority which corresponded to men and women in society.
2 And therefore, in what
theywrotefortheirprofessionalcolleaguesorforabroaderrangeofreaders,doctorshadan
important influence on the societies in which they lived. They shaped the thinking, social
practices and ways in which people understood and experienced their own bodies, their
identity and their relation with others; on the one hand, by formulating and disseminating
theoretical thinking about the sexually differentiated body, its influence on the moral and
1LudmillaJordanova,Sexualvisions:imagesofgenderinscienceandmedicinebetweentheeighteenthandthe
twentiethcenturies,NewYorkandLondon,HarvesterWheatsheaf,1989;LudmillaJordanova(ed.),Languagesof
nature: critical essays in science and literature, London, Free Association Books, 1986; Teresa Ortiz Go ´mez,
Medicina, historia y ge ´nero. 130 a~ nos de investigacio ´n feminista, Oviedo, Ediciones KRK, 2006.
2Danielle Jacquart and Claude Thomasset, Sexualidad y saber me ´dico en la edad media, Barcelona, Labor,
1989 (first published as: Sexualite ´ et savoir me ´dical au moyen ^ age, Paris, PUF, 1985); Claude Thomasset, ‘La
naturalezadelamujer’,inChristineKlapisch-Zuber(ed.),HistoriadelasmujeresenOccidente,2:Laedadmedia,
Madrid,Taurus,1992,pp.61–90(firstpublishedas:HistoiredesfemmesenOccident,2:Lemoyen ^ age,Paris,Plon,
1991).
86intellectual plane, and its connection with social organization, and on the other, by provid-
ing practical advice about how to lead one’s life which echoed those ideas and helped to
spread them.
In the Hispanic monarchy and the rest of Europe, the theories of humours formulated in
Greek philosophy and medicine which had survived during the Middle Ages remained in
force during the early modern centuries as a result of the influence of Galen’s work and the
revival of the Hippocratic texts due to humanism.
3 Their principles concerning gender
difference are well known: men and women possess different degrees of the basic qualities
(hot or cold, dry or moist), men being hotter and drier and women comparatively moister
and colder.
4 The greater heat of men supposedly makes it possible for their blood to
concoct into semen, whereas in women, because of their lack of heat, the blood is trans-
formed only imperfectly, leaving menstrual blood as an excess or residue.
5 As for intel-
lectual capacities, the theory of humours states that the hot, dry temperament of the male is
better suited for knowledge than the moist, cold temperament of the woman.
Inaccordancewiththesameprinciple,themaleandfemalesexualorgansareunderstood
in terms of inverse symmetry or analogy: they are similar, but whereas those of the woman
are retained inside the body because of the lack of the heat required to ‘‘expel’’ them, those
of the man are external: as Juan Huarte de San Juan repeated as late as 1575, ‘‘man ...is
different from a woman in nought els (saith Galen) than only in hauing his genitall
members without his body’’.
6 This explains why medicine sanctioned the possibility
that people could experience a change of sex at some time in their life, when those internal
organs might return to the outside as a result of some great effort (for example, during
childbirth).
7 Doctors were therefore required to testify in cases of hermaphroditism or sex
3RosaMarı ´aMorenoRodrı ´guez,‘Laideacio ´ncientı ´ficadelsermujer.Usometafo ´ricoenladoctrinagale ´nica’,
Dynamis,1995,15:103–49;Ant  oniaCarre ´ iPons,‘Elcuerpodelasmujeres:medicinayliteraturaenlaBajaEdad
Media’,Arenal,1996,3(1):75–90;idem,‘Desdel’altrabandadelmirall:lavisio ´ masculinadelcosdelesdonesen
l’embriologia medieval’, Asclepio, 2001, 53 (1): 173–96; Josep Lluı ´s Barona, ‘Models hist  orics i visio ´ de g  enere
de la imatge del cos’, in M
a Teresa Roma ´ Ferri, et al. (eds), Derecho de las mujeres a su imagen. Los trastornos
del comportamiento alimentario, Alicante, Universitat d’Alacant, 2002, pp. 17–32.
4EvelyneBerriot-Salvadore,‘Imagesdesfemmesdanslame ´decineduXVIeetdude ´butduXVIIesi  ecle’,PhD
thesis,Universite ´ deMontpellier,1979;idem,‘Eldiscursodelanaturalezaydelaciencia’,inNatalieZemonDavis
and Arlette Farge (eds), Historia de las mujeres en Occidente: del Renacimiento a la Edad Moderna, Madrid,
Taurus,1992,pp.371–413(originallypublishedasHistoiredesfemmesenoccident,3:XVIe–XVIIIesi  ecles,Paris,
Plon,1991);IanMacLean,TheRenaissancenotionofwoman:astudyinthefortunesofscholasticismandmedical
science in European intellectual life, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1980; Elvira Arquiola, ‘Bases
biolo ´gicas de la feminidad en la Espa~ na moderna (siglos XVI y XVII)’, Asclepio, 1988, 40 (1): 297–315; Andre ´s
MorenoMengı ´bar,‘Totamulierinutero.Laconstruccio ´nsocio-sexualdelcuerpofemeninoenlaEspa~ namoderna’,
Anuario de investigaciones ‘‘Hespe ´rides’’, 1994, 2: 443–57.
5GiannaPomata,‘Uominimestruanti.SomiglianzaedifferenzafraisessiinEuropaineta ` moderna’,Quaderni
Storici, 1992, 79: 51–103.
6John Huarte, The examination of mens wits, in whicch, by discouering the varietie of natures, is shewed for
what profession each one is apt, and how far he shall profit therein. Translated out of the Spanish tongue by
M. Camillo Camilli. Englished out of his Italian by R. C. Esquire, London, printed by Adam Islip for Richard
Watkins, 1594, pp. 268–9; Juan Huarte de San Juan, Examen de ingenios (1575), edited by Guillermo Sere ´s,
Barcelona,Cı ´rculodeLectores,1996,p.400:‘‘elhombre...nodifieredelamujer,seg  undiceGaleno,ma ´squeen
tener los miembros genitales fuera del cuerpo’’.
7Francisco Va ´zquez Garcı ´a and Andre ´s Moreno Mengı ´bar, ‘Un solo sexo. Invencio ´n de la monosexualidad
y expulsio ´n del hermafroditismo (Espa~ na, siglos XV–XIX)’, Daimon. Revista de Filosofı´a, 1995, 11: 95–112;
Marı ´a Jose ´ de la Pascua Sa ´nchez, ‘¿Hombres vueltos del reve ´s?: una historia sobre la construccio ´n de la identidad
sexualenelsigloXVIII’,inM
aJose ´ delaPascua,M
adelRosarioGarcı ´a-DoncelandGloriaEspigado(eds),Mujer
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1587.
8 It was envisaged that this change could occur only from woman to man, in accor-
dance with the idea that nature tends towards greater perfection and can therefore never
evolve in the opposite direction, from man to woman. For, according to the Aristotelian
dictum, women are ‘‘imperfect’’ or ‘‘mutilated’’ men: as nature tends towards the greatest
possible perfection, all embryos are initially male, although some of them become female
during their evolution. All this was a way of understanding gender difference in which, as
ThomasLaqueurhasexplained,anatomicalconditionwasnotatalldecisive;rather,gender
was to some extent considered to be the result of a difference in degree which admitted the
possibility of intermediate states in nature (hermaphrodites, effeminate men, mannish
women), when a person did not fully attain the natural properties of femaleness or male-
ness, and even accepted, exceptionally, the transition from woman to man, understood as
an ‘‘improvement’’.
9 In other words, gender, i.e. the social and cultural attribution of a
normative identity which involved legal differences and inequalities, and different expec-
tations of behaviour for men and women, was not yet linked to an absolute biological
duality, though this did not make it any less decisive in the hierarchical structuring of
society and the sense of personal identity.
10
This way of understanding gender difference was not restricted to the area of medicine
butpervadedboththeculturedandthepopularthinkingofthetime.Thusmedicineactedas
a witness for the prosecution in the so-called querelle des femmes (querella de las mujeres
in Spanish; querella de les dones in Catalan), the term used to refer to the literary and
philosophical debate about the nature of the sexes and their respective inclinations, qua-
lities and vices which took place in Spain and the rest of Europe between the fifteenth and
eighteenthcenturies,oftenlinkedtoanotherdebate,aboutmarriage,extensivelydeveloped
during the Renaissance and the Reformation.
11 Medical arguments were generally used in
the controversy to support misogynist attitudes about the inferiority and even pernicious-
ness of women, but they were also sometimes employed in the context of the basically
courtly tradition which defended their moral and intellectual ‘‘excellence’’, as exemplified
by the German humanist, doctor and alchemist Heinrich Cornelius Agrippa von Nettes-
heim in his book De nobilitate et praecellentiafoeminei sexus (1529), that some years later
ydeseo.Representacionesypra ´cticasdevida,Cadiz,ServiciodePublicacionesdelaUniversidaddeCa ´diz,2004,
pp. 431–44.
8Andre ´s Moreno Mengı ´bar and Francisco Va ´zquez Garcı ´a, ‘Hermafroditas y cambios de sexo en la Espa~ na
moderna’,inMonstruosyseresimaginariosenlaBibliotecaNacional,Madrid,BibliotecaNacional,2000,pp.91–
103.
9Thomas Laqueur, Making sex: body and gender from the Greeks to Freud, Cambridge, MA, Harvard
University Press, 1990.
10From a rather different perspective, Nerea Aresti argues that in early modern societies gender was often
eclipsed by estimations of social hierarchy, in an interesting analysis of the figure and myth of the ‘‘Lieutenant
Nun’’, Catalina de Erauso, in her time, the seventeenth century, and of their subsequent reworking. Nerea Aresti,
‘Thegenderedidentitiesofthe‘‘LieutenantNun’’:rethinkingthestoryofafemalewarriorinearlymodernSpain’,
Gender & History, 2007, 19(3): 401–18.
11Gisela Bock, La mujer en la historia de Europa, Barcelona, Crı ´tica, 2001, ch. 1 (originally published as
Frauen in der europ€ aischen Geschichte, Munich, Beck, 2000); Isabel Morant, Discursos de la vida buena.
Matrimonio, mujer y sexualidad en la literatura humanista, Madrid, Ca ´tedra, 2002.
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Mo ´nica Boluferwas published in French under the title Sur la noblesse et l’excellence du sexe fe ´minin, de
sa pre ´e ´minence sur l’autre sexe (1537).
12
In this paper I am interested in showing the way in which ideas about male and female
‘‘nature’’ were expressedin early modern medical literature,and their consequences on the
social plane, by an analysis of, on the one hand, Huarte de San Juan’s influential work
Examen de ingenios para las sciencias (1575) (The examination of mens wits) and, on the
other, some examples of ‘‘counsels for health’’ or popular medical literature. I shall
compare the ideas, values and arguments developed in these medical texts with the
ones represented in other moral and literary texts of the time, dwelling on the example
of maternal breast-feeding, which provides a very good illustration of the peculiarity of
familymodelsandbehaviourpatternsintheOldRegimeinrelationtothosewhichbeganto
bepopularizedintheeighteenthcentury.Ishallconcludewithabriefcommentonthework
published by Benito Feijoo in the 1720s, which revealed the ideological role of physio-
logical and anatomical discourses in the construction of the ‘‘nature’’ of the sexes, thus
formulating an early criticism of the biological determinism which became so fashionable
in European thinking in the nineteenth century.
Male and Female ‘‘Wits’’: Huarte de San Juan’s Theories
The knowledge of the body developed and transmitted by early modern doctors with
university training was, of course, not the only form of knowledge in a world in which
health care was largely the responsibility of other professionals belonging to an empirical
tradition, such as midwives and healers.
13 Yet their influence was considerable, as can be
seen not only in medical and philosophical works but also in fiction. For example, in books
written in Catalan or Spanish in the late Middle Ages and the early modern centuries, such
as the Llibre de les dones by Francesc Eiximenis (Book on Women, written in 1388), Lo
Somni by Bernat Metge (The Dream, 1398–99), Coplas de maldecir de mujeres by Pere
Torroella(VersesthatSpeakIllofWomen,1458),Repeticio ´ndeamoresbyLuisdeLucena
(Repetition of Loves, 1497) or the anonymous novel Triste deleitacio ´n (Sad Delectation,
post-1458), we find, presented in the form of a well-known argument, references to the
Aristotelian notion of woman as a ‘‘mutilated man’’, ‘‘imperfect man’’ or ‘‘imperfect
animal’’ because of her lack of heat.
14 In Espill (Mirror, 1460), written by Jaume
Roig, a doctor in the city of Valencia and physician to Queen Maria, wife of Alfons el
Magna `nim, there is a satirical reference to ideas about the pernicious effects of menstrual
blood and Galen’s notion of double semen, male and female, in procreation, whereas fray
Luis de Leo ´n’s La perfecta casada (The Perfect Wife, 1583) echoes the Aristotelian
theory which attributes to women the role of a passive recipient (matter) on which
12Modern edition: Henri Corneille Agrippa de Nettesheim, Discours abre ´ge ´sur la noblesse et l’excellence du
sexe fe ´minin, de sa pre ´e ´minence sur l’autre sexe, Paris, C^ ote ´-femmes, 1990; especially with regard to the devel-
opment of medical arguments, pp. 56–64.
13This is illustrated by some other works in these pages, and in those collected in the section ‘Mujeres y salud:
pra ´cticas y saberes’ by Montserrat Cabre ´ i Pairet and Teresa Ortiz Go ´mez (eds), Dynamis, 1999, 19: 17–400.
14Robert Archer, Misoginia y defensa de las mujeres: antologı´a de textos medievales, Madrid, Ca ´tedra, 2001,
pp. 138, 229, 272, 285, 312.
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15 And there are also the traditional tales inserted
in Renaissance works of a cultured nature, such as Cristo ´bal de Castillejo’s Dia ´logo de
mujeres(A Dialogue on Women, 1544),inwhich a doctorgivesa diagnosisconfirmingthe
moral weaknesses traditionally attributed to women, such as the passion for luxury
Figure 1: Title-page of Juan Huarte de San Juan’s Examen de ingenios para las sciencias, 1603.
(Biblioteca Histo ´rica-Universitat de Val  encia, Y-05/197.)
15Carre ´,op.cit.,note3above,pp.77and83;frayLuisdeLeo ´n,Laperfectacasada,Madrid,Librerı ´ageneralde
Victoriano Sua ´rez, 1942, p. 174.
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satisfied.
16
In the sixteenth century, these theories were set out in a work of great influence sub-
sequently, the Examen de ingenios para las ciencias (translated into English in 1594
as The examination of mens wits) by the humanist doctor Juan Huarte de San Juan
(c.1529–c.1588).
17 The main aim of this treatise was to explain the physical causes
which favour or limit various intellectual abilities, with a view to providing indications
so that individuals (implicitly male) could develop their aptitudes to the maximum and
embrace the profession or studies for which they were best endowed, and also produce
clever and able children by means of eugenic measures.
At the crossroads between tradition and modernity characteristic of the Renaissance,
Huarte embraces the assumptions of the theory of humours, but he gives them a modern
slant with his personal interest in covering the broad diversity of human beings, arguing
that the combination of humours produces temperaments that differ greatly in physical,
moral and intellectual aspects; thus, as far as mental aptitudes or ‘‘wits’’ (ingenios) are
concerned, the predominance of the dry element produces understanding and reason, that
ofthewetelement,imagination,thatofthewarmelement,memory,whilethecoldelement
does not favour any kind of aptitude.
Huarte gives only a brief statement of a ‘‘truth’’ which both he and his readers probably
took for granted: woman’s natural inferiority to man.
18 Thus deeming it unnecessary to
produce proof, he says that, by virtue of her temperament, woman is less endowed for
intellectual activity, ‘‘the female, through the cold and moist of their sex, cannot be
endowed with any profound iudgment’’.
19 Yet it would be inaccurate to take Huarte as
an example of the most traditional misogyny, as is often done. He should be assigned,
rather, to the category of ‘‘attenuated misogyny’’ which, with various nuances, also
characterizes other lay and ecclesiastical moralists of his time, such as Juan Luis Vives
and fray Luis de Leo ´n.
20 It is a position characteristic of much humanist thinking, which
softens the ecclesiastical language of female malignity in favour of a somewhat more
kindly view of marriage and woman, emphasizing her position as a weaker but necessary
and even agreeable companion for man. Huarte makes it clear that the intellectual limita-
tion of women is not a fault for which they should be reproached, as it is the work of nature
and therefore of divine providence: ‘‘For which dulnesse, themselues are not in blame, but
16Cristo ´bal de Castillejo, Dia ´logo de mujeres, Madrid, Castalia, 1986, pp. 86–8.
17OnHuartedeSanJuan’sthoughtandwork,seeElviraArquiola,‘ConsecuenciasdelaobradeHuartedeSan
Juan en la Europa moderna’, Huarte de San Juan, 1989, 1: 15–28; L Rey Altuna, ‘El humanismo psicolo ´gico del
doctorHuartedeSanJuan’,HuartedeSanJuan,1989,1:65–80;RSa ´ez,‘HuartedeSanJuanoelnacimientodela
conciencia crı ´tica’, Huarte de San Juan, 1989, 1: 81–95; Cristina M€ uller, Ingenio y melancolı´a: una lectura de
HuartedeSanJuan,Madrid,BibliotecaNueva,2002;JonArrizabalaga,‘JuanHuartedeSanJuan(c.1529–c.1588)
en la medicina de su tiempo’, in Ve ´ronique Duche ´-Gavet (ed.), Juan Huarte au XXIe si  ecle. Actes de colloque,
Anglet, Atlantica, 2003, pp. 65–98.
18Arquiola,op.cit.,note4above;Marı ´aLuisaFemenı ´as,‘JuandeHuarteylamujersiningenioenelExamende
ingenios’, in Celia Amoro ´s (ed.), Feminismo Ilustracio ´n, 1988–1992: actas del seminario permanente, Madrid,
Direccio ´n General de la Mujer de la Comunidad Auto ´noma de Madrid, 1992, pp. 15–29.
19Huarte, The examination of mens wits, p. 286; Examen de ingenios, p. 416: ‘‘las hembras, por razo ´nd el a
frialdad y humidad de su sexo, no pueden alcanzar ingenio profundo’’.
20Morant, op. cit., note 11 above.
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heretofore) gainsay the wit and abilitie.’’
21 The very characteristics which incapacitate
them for knowledge are precisely those required for carrying out the functions proper to
them, begetting and giving birth:
So then this defect of wit in the first woman grew, for that she was by God created cold and moist:
which temperature, is necessarie to make a woman fruitfull, and apt for childbirth, but enemy to
knowledge; and if he had made her temperat like Adam, she should haue been very wise, but
nothing fruitful, nor subject to her monthly courses, saue by some supernatural meanes. On this
nature S. Paul grounded himselfe, when he said, Let a woman learne in silence, with all subiection:
neither would he allow the woman to teach, or gouerne the man, but to keep silence. But this is true,
when a woman hath not a spirit or greater grace, than her own naturall disposition: but if she obtaine
any gift from aboue, she may wel teach and speake.
22
Despite this, Huarte takes it for granted that parents will necessarily prefer to have boys
rather than girls (‘‘Those parents who seeke the comfort of hauing wise children, and such
as are towards for learning, must endeuour that they may be borne male’’).
23 With this in
mind he offers detailed advice about how to favour the conception of a male child (‘‘What
diligenceoughttobeused,thatchildrenmale,andnotfemalebeborne’’),bythechoiceofa
suitable wife, by strict discipline inthe lifestyle (food, digestion, exercise) of the father and
mother before conception, and by choosing the appropriate time and method for the sexual
act(fourorfivedaysbeforemenstruation,andinsuchapositionthatthe‘‘seed’’fallsonthe
right side of the womb).
24
Huarte’s main novelty lies in the fact that he establishes differentiated moral, physical
and intellectual typologies for women and men, depending on the degree to which they
possess the natural characteristics of their sex. In both cases, the greatest perfection is to be
found in the golden mean, so that individuals in whom the characteristics associated with
their sex appear in an extreme form, and especially those who come close to features
associated with the opposite sex, not only lack physical beauty but also have difficulty in
begetting children. The classification of male temperaments is more complex, admitting
four typologies. Excessively hot dry men are lean, have hard, rough flesh and are ‘‘ugly
21Huarte, The examination of mens wits, pp. 286–7; Examen de ingenios, p. 417: ‘‘De la cual rudeza no tienen
ellaslaculpa;sinoquelafrialdadyhumidadquelashizohembras,esasmismascalidadeshemosprobadoatra ´sque
contradicen al ingenio y habilidad.’’
22Huarte, The examination of mens wits, pp. 274–5; Examen de ingenios, p. 405: ‘‘Luego la razo ´n de tener la
primeramujernotantoingeniolenacio ´ dehaberlahechoDiosfrı ´ayh  umida,queeseltemperamentonecesariopara
serfecundayparidera,yelquecontradiceelsaber;ysilasacaratempladacomoAda ´n,fuerasapientı ´sima,perono
pudieraparirnivenirlelareglasinofueraporvı ´asobrenatural.Enestanaturalezasefundo ´ SanPablocuandodijo:
‘Mulier in silentio discat cum omni subiectione; docere autem mulieri non permitto neque dominari in virum, sed
esseinsilentio’;comosidijera:‘Noquieroquelamujerense~ ne,sinoquecalleyaprendayeste ´ sujetaasumarido’.
Pero esto se entiende no teniendo la mujer espı ´ritu ni otra gracia ma ´s que su disposicio ´n natural; pero, si alcanza
alg  un don gratuito, bien puede ense~ nar y hablar.’’
23Huarte, The examination of mens wits, p. 286; Examen de ingenios, p. 416: ‘‘Los padres que quisiesen gozar
de hijos sabios y que tengan habilidad para las letras han de procurar que nazcan varones.’’
24Huarte,Theexaminationofmenswits,ch.XV,partIII;Examendeingenios,ch.XVI,partII:‘‘Que ´ diligencias
se han de hacer para que salgan varones y no hembras’’.
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25 haughty, shameless and lustful, whereas hot moist men, though
cheerful,imaginativeandphysicallyattractive,havelittletalentforlettersandscarcelyany
desire for women; they share these characteristics with temperate moist men, who, never-
theless, have even more reduced intellectual aptitudes and are incapable of begetting.
The temperate dry man, on the other hand, is a veritable ideal, not only male but also
human: he is virtuous, intelligent, prudent, moderate in his passions, handsome in face and
body, and therefore well-endowed for the highest intellectual and political functions; this
temperament, according to the critics, is modelled on the idealized portrait of King Philip
II, identified with the icon of the perfect ruler.
26
The very cold moist woman, for her part, though delicate in flesh and voice, is not very
attractive and has little intelligence (‘‘The tokens of a woman cold and moist in the third
degree,aretobedullwitted,wellconditioned, tohaue avery delicat voice,muchflesh,and
thesamesoftandwhite,towanthaireanddowne,andnottobeouerfaire’’);incontrast,the
woman who has characteristics similar to those of the male is intelligent but ugly, lean and
dark-skinned (‘‘wily, ill conditioned, shrill voiced, spare fleshed, and blacke and greene
coloured, hairie and euill fauoured’’).
27 The woman who comes between these two
extremes is characterized by moderation and equilibrium in everything (including her
intellectual ability, which is not ‘‘excessive’’ but also not non-existent), except for her
extraordinary beauty, a sign of her ability to procreate (‘‘which yeeldeth an euident signe,
that she will be fruitfull, and beare children, and prooue gratious and cheerfull’’).
28
Huarte’streatisewaswidelyreadinitstime,despitehisproblemswithcensorship.Itwas
first published in 1575, but in 1581 was subjected to the first of a series of bans and
expurgations by the Inquisition, despite which it had numerous editions, reprints and
translations, and exerted a considerable influence on Spanish and European thinking
and literature at the time and later.
29 His ideas about the different temperaments,
moral and intellectual qualities and social functions of the sexes were widely repeated
throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. All the more important, therefore, is
the discordant view of these matters offered by the work of a woman, Oliva Sabuco de
Nantes Barrera (b. 1562). Her Nueva filosofı´a de la naturaleza del hombre (New Philo-
sophy of the Nature of Man, Madrid, 1587) is a book which was accepted at the time as
25Huarte, The examination of mens wits, ch. XV, part I: ‘‘By what signs we may know, in which degree of hot
and dry euerie man resteth’’, pp. 278–81, p. 281; Examen de ingenios, ch. XVIII of the 1594 edition: ‘‘Con que ´
se~ nales seconoce en que ´ grado de calory sequedad esta ´ cada hombre’’, pp. 409–16;p.411: ‘‘feosy mal tallados’’.
26Huarte,Theexaminationofmenswits,ch.XV:‘‘Howwemayknowtowhatdifferenceofabilitietheofficeof
a king appertaineth, and what signs he ought to haue, who enioyeth this maner of wit’’, pp. 238–62; Examen de
ingenios, ch. XIV (XVI of the 1594 edition): ‘‘Donde se declara a que ´ diferencia de habilidad pertenece
el oficio de rey y que ´ se~ nales ha de tener el que tuviere esta manera de ingenio’’, pp. 370–93.
27Huarte, The examination of mens wits, pp. 284–5; Examen de ingenios, p. 415: ‘‘De la mujer que es frı ´ay
h  umida en el tercer grado son sus se~ nales ser boba, bien acondicionada; tiene la voz muydelicada; muchascarnes,
blandas y blancas; no tiene vello ni bozo, ni es muy hermosa’’; p. 414: ‘‘avisada, de mala condicio ´n, con voz
abultada, de pocas carnes, verdinegra, vellosa y fea’’.
28Huarte,The examinationof menswits, p. 285;Examen de ingenios,p. 415:‘‘Y ası ´, es evidenteindiciode ser
fecunda y paridera salir de buena gracia y donaire’’.
29In1583itwasincludedintheindexofbannedbooksdrawnupbytheInquisitorGeneral,GaspardeQuiroga,
thebanbeingremovedafter theeliminationofforty-sevenpassagesandonecompletechapter;and,in1665,inthe
Romanindex,whereitremaineduntil1966.Editionsandreprintingsin1575,1580,1581,1591,1594,1600,1603,
1607,1640,1662,1668,1702;translationsintoItalianin1582,1586,1588,1604;intoEnglishin1594,1596,1604,
1616. Its influence has been traced in Don Quijote, for example.
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disputed by some historians, who attribute it to her father, Miguel Sabuco, with arguments
that many scholars, including Marı ´a-Milagros Rivera and Gianna Pomata, do not share.
30
Figure 2: Title-page of Oliva Sabuco de Nantes Barrera’s Nueva filosofı´a de la naturaleza del
hombre, 1587. (Biblioteca del Instituto de Historia de la Medicina y de la Ciencia Lo ´pez Pi~ nero,
CSIC-Universitat de Val  encia, C/343.)
30On Oliva Sabuco and her Nueva filosofı´a, see Marı ´a-Milagros Rivera Garretas, ‘Oliva Sabuco de Nantes
Barrera’, in Iris M Zavala (ed.), Breve historia feminista de la literatura espa~ nola (en lengua castellana). IV. La
literaturaescrita por mujer(de la edad media al siglo XVIII), Barcelona,Anthropos,1997,pp. 131–46.The book,
consistingofsevendialogues,fiveinSpanishandtwoinLatin,wasreprintedin1588and1589inMadrid,in1622in
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Mo ´nica BoluferIn this book Oliva Sabuco defends a notion of science based on experience rather than
authority, making a very personal use of classical tradition (Plato, Aristotle, Hippocrates,
Galen) and medieval tradition (Avicenna, Averroes). In ‘De la vera medicina’, one of the
sevencolloquiesofwhichthebookconsists,sherejectsasridiculoustheideathatthesexof
the embryo depends on the testicle from which the semen comes, and she does not gender
the functions of the brain, thus distancing herself from the ideas of Huarte, her contem-
porary, which, nevertheless, were widely believed for a considerable time.
Advice for Everyday Life: Health ‘‘Counsels’’
We can also see similar intellectual assumptions, moral principles and social codes
expressed in books of ‘‘counsels for health’’ or ‘‘governance of health’’ published in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, intended for a lay audience, predominantly aristo-
cratic and well-off, whom the doctors sought to teach how to conduct themselves in the
most healthy way. In these examples of advice for everyday life it is not surprising to
find, in many aspects, the same values as those insistently expressed in another kind of
literature (moral texts or fiction), since they formed part of the common sense of the
time.
31
One case in which this is so is that of the supreme pledges of decorum and decency
which society deposits in women and demands from them. The significantly named
Libro intitulado La conservacio ´n de la salud del cuerpo y del alma, para el buen
regimiento de la salud y ma ´s larga vida (Book entitled The Conservation of the Health
of the Body and the Soul, for the Good Governance of Health and longer Life, 1601), by
the doctor and theologian Blas A ´lvarez Miraval, follows ecclesiastical tradition in pre-
senting woman as a temptation for man, a cause of sinfulness resulting from unruly use
of the flesh.
32
A ´ lvarez Miraval bases this view fundamentally on biblical and theological refer-
ences (the Holy Scriptures, the Church Fathers) and secondarily on classical literature,
especially works written in Latin, with almost no mention of Galen’s writings. Reli-
gious and moral arguments, therefore, rather than medical ones, support the customary
assertions about, for example, women’s innate decency (which makes their bodies float
face downward if they are drowned, unlike men’s bodies, a common statement in
classical, medieval and early modern natural history). The same thing also happens
with regard to the adornment of the body with clothing and cosmetics, a subject to
which he devotes no less than three chapters (from LII to LIV); and, although he says
Braga,and againin 1728in Madrid.GiannaPomatais currentlypreparing a translationintoEnglishanda studyof
the dialogue ‘De la vera medicina’.
31Marı ´aJose ´ RuizSomavilla,‘‘Elcuerpolimpio’’:ana ´lisisdelaspra ´cticashigie ´nicasenlaEspa~ nadelmundo
moderno, Malaga, Universidad de Ma ´laga, 1993; idem, ‘Entre lo privado y lo p  ublico: la construccio ´nd el a
identidadfemeninaenlostextosdehigiene(siglosXVIIyXVIII)’,RevistadeExtremadura,1994,13:13–24;Rosa
Ballester, ‘Edades de la mujer/edades de la vida del hombre. To ´picos y lugares comunes en la ciencia me ´dica
antigua y tradicional’, in Pilar Pe ´rez Canto ´ and Margarita Ortega Lo ´pez (eds), Las edades de las mujeres, Madrid,
Universidad Auto ´noma de Madrid, 2002, pp. 3–20.
32Blas A ´lvarez Miraval, Libro intitulado la conservacio ´n de la salud del cuerpo y del alma, para el buen
regimiento de la salud y ma ´s larga vida, Salamanca, Nicola ´s del Castillo, 1601, chapters LII and LIII, especially
fols. 204r–v and 213v.
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says little about its harmful consequences for health, and a great deal about its immor-
ality, in terms identical to those used in sermons and moral compendiums (‘‘super-
fluity’’, ‘‘lust’’).
33
Figure 3: Title-page of Blas A ´lvarez Miraval’s La conservacio ´n de la salud del cuerpo y del alma,
1601. (Biblioteca del Instituto de Historia de la Medicina y de la Ciencia Lo ´pez Pi~ nero, CSIC–
Universitat de Val  encia, B/121.)
33Ibid.,fol.202r:‘‘superfluidad’’,‘‘lujuria’’;citingGalenandAetius,hegivesashortlistoftheharmfuleffects
of cosmetics.
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Mo ´nica BoluferThe importance that humanist thinking gave to marriage as a model of society and
Christian life (together with its regulation by the civil and church authorities, particularly
aftertheCouncilofTrent)accordswiththeattentiondevotedbysomeofthosemanualstoa
practical matter which we have already seen included in Huarte de San Juan’s Examen de
ingenios, namely, advice for the proper choice of a wife, not only on the moral plane (in
consideration of her virtues) and the social plane (seeking a balance of alliances between
families), but also from a physical viewpoint, taking account of her health and habits as a
guarantee that she will be able to bear healthy children.
These works of advice or ‘‘counsels for health’’ anticipate the great importance
acquired in the eighteenth century by popular medical literature (in the form of tracts
on ‘‘domestic medicine’’ or ‘‘advice to mothers’’) in the shaping of lifestyles. With
regard to their diffusion and content, however, the two cases differ substantially in
many aspects.
34 The popular medical literature of the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-
turies did not achieve a circulation comparable to that of the new works published in the
century of the Enlightenment, written with a desire to reach a wider audience, with larger
editions and more reprints, to the extent that some of them (such as those by the Swiss
writer Samuel Auguste David Tissot or the Scottish author William Buchan) achieved
the status of a veritable publishing phenomenon, both in their countries of origin and in
other countries where they were translated (including Spain, where the most widespread
books of popular medicine in the eighteenth century were, in fact, versions of French
and, secondarily, English works).
35
There are also interesting differences in their contents and in the values that they
express, especially in the way in which maternity is treated.
36 The omnipresence
acquired in the eighteenth century by the figure of the mother, who was required to
give her children an exclusive devotion which absorbed all her physical and emotional
energy, contrasts with the interest shown by sixteenth- and seventeenth-century moralists
in regulating the figure of the wife, the man’s companion, in her functions and her
34Enrique Perdiguero, Los tratados de medicina dome ´stica en la Espa~ na de la Ilustracio ´n, Universidad de
Alicante,1990;idem,‘ThepopularizationofmedicineduringtheSpanishEnlightenment’,inRoyPorter(ed.),The
popularization of medicine: 1650–1800, London and New York, Routledge, 1992, pp. 160–93; idem,
‘Popularizando la ciencia: el caso de la medicina dome ´stica en la Espa~ na de la Ilustracio ´n’, in Josep Lluı ´s
Barona,JavierMoscosoandJuanPimentel(eds),LaIlustracio ´nylasciencias:paraunahistoriadelaobjetividad,
Valencia, Universitat de Val  encia, 2003, pp. 155–78; Mo ´nica Bolufer, ‘‘‘Ciencia de la salud’’ y ‘‘ciencia de las
costumbres’’: higienismoy educacio ´n enel siglo XVIII’,in Higienismo y educacio ´n (ss.XVIII–XX), monographic
volume of A ´reas. Revista de Ciencias Sociales, 2000, 20: 25–50.
35Samuel Auguste David Tissot, Tratado de las enfermedades ma ´s frecuentes de las gentes del campo, transl.
JuanGalisteoyXiorro,Madrid,PedroMarı ´n,1774(Avisaupeuplesursasante ´,Lausanne,FGrasset,1761);idem,
Aviso a los literatos y poderosos acerca de su salud, o tratado de las enfermedades ma ´s comunes a esta clase de
personas, transl. Fe ´lix Galisteo y Xiorro, Madrid, Benito Cano, 1786 (Avis au gens de lettres et aux personnes
se ´dentaires sur leur sante ´, Paris, J-T He ´rissant fils, 1767); William Buchan, Medicina dome ´stica, transl.
Antonio Alcedo, Madrid, Antonio de Sancha, 1785 (Domestic medicine, or the family physician, Edinburgh,
Balfour, Aud & Smellie, 1769); idem, El conservador de la salud de las madres y los hijos, Madrid, Fermı ´n
Villalpando, 1808 (Advice to mothers, on the subject of their own health; and on the best means of promoting the
health, strength, and beauty of their offspring, London, T Cadell & W Davies, 1803).
36YvonneKnibiehler and Catherine Fouquet, L’histoire des m  eres du moyen ^ age a `nos jours, Paris, Montalba,
1980; Yvonne Knibiehler and Catherine Fouquet, La femme et les me ´decins, Paris, Hachette, 1983.
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37 However, although it is taken for granted that motherhood
is one of woman’s duties, no details are given of the physical attention that she has to
devote to her children in their early years, an occupation which the authors seem to
consider so much a concern of women—not only mothers but also maids or relatives—
that it needs no further explanation.
This contrast can also be seen in medical literature—for example, in the treatment of a
significant subject, breast-feeding. It has become a commonplace to say that in the six-
teenth century doctors and moralists ‘‘discovered’’ the desirability of mothers breast-
feeding their childrenand expounded it persuasively, arguing against the use ofwet nurses,
customary among well-to-do groups since the Middle Ages and even in antiquity. The
subject does, in fact, start to appear with a certain frequencyin that period, both in moral or
educational books (for example, in Juan Luis Vives’s Instruccio ´n de la mujer cristiana
[Instruction of the Christian Woman] in 1524, and in Luis de Leo ´n’s La perfecta casada
[The Perfect Wife] in 1583) and in ‘‘counsels for health’’ and medical works on childcare.
But it also features for the first time, in 1629, as the subject of a long monograph, Tres
discursos para provar que esta ´n obligadas a criar sus hijos a sus pechos todas las madres,
quando tienen buena salud, fuerc ¸as y buen temperamento, buena leche y suficiente para
alimentarlos (Three Discourses to prove that all Mothers are Obliged to Suckle their
Children upon the Breast when They are Healthy and Strong and have a Good Tempera-
ment and Sufficient Good Milk to feed Them), by the doctor Juan Gutie ´rrez Godoy.
38
Written in Spanish to be read by ladies, according to its author, it is a long, systematic
work supported by an abundance of quotations from authorities, ranging from Graeco-
Roman philosophers and doctors (Galen, Aristotle, Aulus Gellius, Favorinus) to humanists
(Erasmus) and medieval jurists.
The ‘‘discovery’’ of maternal breast-feeding is placed in relation to the greater
interest of humanist medicine and pedagogy in children’s physical well-being, charac-
teristic of thinking that gave great importance to upbringing and education, and of an
age that, according to Philippe Ari  es, also ‘‘discovered’’ childhood.
39 Insufficient
stress, however, has been laid on the fact that sixteenth- and seventeenth-century doctors,
like the moralists of their time, did not seem to see the physical care of children, or the
act of breast-feeding which symbolized it, as a personal, untransferrable, exclusive
responsibility of women of all classes and conditions.
40 On the contrary, going beyond
37YvonneKnibiehler,‘Madresynodrizas’,inSilviaTubert(ed.),Figurasdelamadre,Madrid,Ca ´tedra,1996,
pp. 95–116.
38Juan Gutie ´rrez Godoy, Tres discursos para provar que esta ´n obligadas a criar sus hijos a sus pechos todas
las madres, quando tienen buena salud, fuerc ¸as y buen temperamento, buena leche y suficiente para alimentar-
los, Jae ´n, Pedro de la Cuesta, 1629.
39Philippe Ari  es, L’enfant et la vie familiale sous l’ancien re ´gime, Paris, Plon, 1960.
40For example, Juan Luis Vives (Instruccio ´n de la mujer cristiana, Buenos Aires and Mexico City, Espasa
Calpe, 1948, pp. 9–11) devotes a chapter to this subject, citing the classics (Plutarch, Favorinus summarized by
Aulus Gellius), repeating some arguments given by them, such as the transmission of moral qualities and vices in
the milk, and establishing others of a more ‘‘modern’’ style which we find repeated in authors of the eighteenth
century, such as the argument of the mother–son affection developed by physical contact. However, neither
thelengthofthechapter(oneoftheshortestinthe book)noritsemphasisareequivalentto thosethatthetreatment
of the subject assumed in the Enlightenment. Fray Luis de Leo ´n, for his part, gives a more detailed development
ofreasoningofa moralandphilosophicalnatureratherthanrelatedto the affections (Leo ´n,op. cit.,note15above,
pp. 173–81).
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their discourse to the customs of the time and the circumstances of the lives of their
audience. And, in fact, although they declared in general terms that the obligation to
breast-feed is universally based on natural, positive divine law, they recognized that in
many circumstances the mother’s physical condition or the work and social commit-
ments that she had to carry out might justify the use of a wet nurse and even make it
advisable.
This is suggested by the full title of Gutie ´rrez Godoy’s book, generally cited with an
abbreviated title, an omission which prevents a more accurate understanding of its content
and gives it a more emphatic tone than it really has. In his foreword, however, the author
makes his intentions clear in the following terms:
In these discourses it is not my aim to show that all mothers have an obligation to suckle their
children at the breast when they have good health and conditions for suckling them, because the
milk of their own mothers, even if healthy, is not good for all children, and not all mothers can
suckle them, even if they are healthy and have good milk.
41
He does, in fact, argue at length, with examples taken from the Holy Scriptures,
history, and medical and legal literature, that all women are obliged to suckle their
children by nature, by law and by the teaching of the Gospel, showing his disagreement
with other authors (like the fourteenth-century jurist Baldo de Ubaldis) who excused
ladies from this obligation. In contrast, Gutie ´rrez Godoy, personal doctor to a noble-
woman, Mencı ´a Pimentel, Countess of Oropesa, dedicated the book to her and praised
her for suckling her children herself, contrary to the general practice of her milieu, and he
insisted that this act did honour to noblewomen and their families, preventing their
descendants from being contaminated with peasant blood and the rustic customs of
wet nurses. However, he differs from the maximalist way in which eighteenth-century
doctors, philosophers and moralists presented breast-feeding as a responsibility that
could not be renounced in any circumstances, even the most extreme cases, harshly
criticizing those who did not fulfil this responsibility, while exalting the pleasures and
satisfactions of motherhood as a realization of women’s nature and vocation.
42 This is the
case of works such as Perjuicios que acarrean al ge ´nero humano y al estado las madres
que rehusan criar a sus hijos (The Harm done to Society and the State by Mothers who
41Gutie ´rrezGodoy,‘Allector’,inop.cit.,note38above:‘‘NoesmiintentoprouarenestosDiscursos,quetodas
las madres tienen obligacio ´n a criar sus hijos a sus pechos, quando tienen buena salud, y commodidades para
criarlos, porque, ni a todos los hijos les esta ´ bien la leche de sus propias madres, aunque este ´n sanas, ni todas las
madres,aunquetengansalud,ybuenalechepuedencriarlos.’’However,insomeworksthesediscourseshavebeen
consideredasdirectpredecessorsofthesubsequentcampaigninfavourofmaternalbreast-feeding,withoutgiving
thenecessaryweighttothisimportantdifference.SeePedroNavarroUtrilla,‘Lactanciamercenaria:otraexpresio ´n
de la doble moral burguesa’, Asclepio, 1982, 34: 33–70; idem, ‘Lactancia mercenaria: hipocresı ´a y explotacio ´n’,
Asclepio, 1983, 35: 375–87.
42Antoinette Fauve-Chamoux, ‘La femme devant l’allaitement’, Annales de De ´mographie Historique, 1983,
7–21; Marie-France Morel, ‘The ´ories et pratiques de l’allaitement en France au XVIIIe si  ecle’, Annales de
De ´mographie Historique, 1976, 393–427; Valerie Fildes, Breasts, bottles and babies: a history of infant feeding,
Edinburgh University Press, 1986; idem, Wet nursing: a history from antiquity to the present, Oxford, Blackwell,
1988; Mo ´nica Bolufer, ‘Actitudes y discursos sobre la maternidad en el siglo XVIII: la cuestio ´n de la lactancia’,
Historia Social, 1992, 14: 3–22.
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Medicine and the Querelle des Femmes in Early Modern Spainrefuse to Suckle their Children), 1786, by the Catalan doctor Jaime Bonells, which is
sometimes considered to have drawn on Gutie ´rrez Godoy’s work, but from which it differs
in important ways that reveal the social and ideological transformations of the century of
the Enlightenment.
43
Figure 4: Title-page of Jaime Bonells’ Perjuicios que acarrean al ge ´nero humano y al estado las
madres que rehusan criar a ´ sus hijos, 1786. (Biblioteca Histo ´rica-Universitat de Val  encia, E/626.)
43Jaime Bonells, Perjuicios que acarrean al ge ´nero humano y al estado las madres que rehusan criar a sus
hijos, y medios para contener el abuso de ponerlos en ama, Madrid, Miguel Escribano, 1786. The work De
l’obligation aux m  eres de nourrir leurs enfants (1707) by the French Jansenist Philippe Hecquet, a doctor at Port
RoyalmuchquotedbylaterSpanishandEuropeanauthors,adoptsasevere,serioustone,extollingbreastfeedingas
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Mo ´nica BoluferThe fact is that, despite his emphatic tone and the prolixity with which he expounded
his arguments in favour of breast-feeding, Gutie ´rrez Godoy admitted a wide range of
exceptions: for example, women who, in spite of being in good health, produce milk
that is not very nutritious or is even harmful, or who become weak when they breast-
feed. He was not the only one; in fact, the sixteenth-century doctors who dealt with this
subject, such as Damia ´nC a r b o ´ni nh i sLibro del arte de las comadres o madrinas y del
regimiento de las pre~ nadas y paridas, y de los ni~ nos (Book of the Art of Midwives, and
of the Governance of Women who are Pregnant or have given Birth and of Their
Children), Luis Lobera de A ´vila in his Libro del regimiento de la salud, y de la
esterilidad de los hombres y mugeres (Book for the Governance of Health and Sterility
in Men and Women), and Huarte himself, provided detailed instructions for the selection
of a good wet nurse, taking into account not only her physical condition (well-propor-
tioned body, good colour, medium-sized breasts, milk that is neither too thick nor too
watery) but also her habits.
44 The parental obligation, at least among well-to-do and
distinguished families, to rear their children properly was understood to be fulfilled by
the effort of providing them with the best possible wet nurse, which is why, in 1617, the
Ca ´diz doctor Toquero published his Reglas para escoger amas y leche (Rules for
Choosing Wet Nurses and Milk), a compendium aimed at a lay audience, containing
advice provided by other medical authors.
45
Toquero’s book admits that it is well known that practical reasons or deeply rooted
customs excuse noblewomen from breast-feeding their children themselves: ‘‘It is
clear that not all women who give birth are necessarily able to suckle, either because
they are in a very serious condition or ill, or because of the customs of the land or
people, or for some other reason.’’
46 But also, even though he says, almost as if it were
an inevitable cliche ´, that ‘‘the greatest cruelty that can be done by women who give birth
is not to give milk to their children’’,
47 the author dedicates the book to a lady, Con-
stanza Iba ´~ nez de A ´vila, praising her as an example of a ‘‘perfecta casada’’ or ‘‘perfect
wife’’ and declaring, paradoxically, that the only thing wanting for her to correspond to
the celebrated model of woman and wife advocated by fray Luis is to follow the advice
of the doctors in the choice of a wet nurse. All this indicates that in the sixteenth and
an inexcusable but troublesome duty, still far from the lyrical tone adopted by the doctors and moralists of the
Enlightenment (Ballexerd, Landais, Rousseau, Bonells, etc.). See Philippe Hecquet, De l’inde ´cence aux hommes
d’accoucher les femmes et de l’obligation aux m  eres de nourrir leurs enfants, Paris, C^ ote ´-femmes, 1990.
44Damia ´n Carbo ´n, Libro del arte de las comadres o madrinas y del regimiento de las pre~ nadas y paridas, y de
los ni~ nos, Majorca, 1541, fols. LVIr–LVIIr; Luis Lobera de A ´vila, Libro del regimiento de la salud, y de la
esterilidad de los hombres y mugeres, y de las enfermedades de los ni~ nos y otras cosas utilı´simas, Valladolid,
Sebastia ´n Martı ´nez, 1551, fols. LXXVIr–LXXIXr). Although Lobera briefly echoes Avicenna’s recommendation
that children should be suckled by their mothers, he devotes most of the chapter to systematizing the qualities that
distinguish a good wet nurse, following the same author. Also Huarte, Examen de ingenios, op. cit., note 6 above,
p. 458.
45Toquero, Reglas para escoger amas y leche, Cadiz, Fernando Rey, 1617.
46Ibid.,‘AlLector’(unpaginated):‘‘Siendocosaclara,quenotodaslasqueparenhandepodercriar,opormuy
graves, o por enfermas, o por uso de tierra o de personas, o por cualesquiera otra causa.’’
47Ibid.,‘AlLector’(unpaginated):‘‘...lamayorcrueldadquelasqueparenpuedenhacer,esnodarlecheasus
hijos’’.
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regulation—rather than suppression—of a practice deeply rooted in the social logic of
the time, which only began to be questioned extensively in the eighteenth century, in
connection with profound changes in the understanding of privacy, family relations, the
respective roles of men and women, and their inherent nature.
Questioning Scientific Authority:
Feijoo’s Defensa de las Mujeres (1726)
At a point of transition between the representations of gender difference in the early
modern world and the new models developed and disseminated in the mid-eighteenth
century, there is a book which is interesting for its critical view of the use of science to
‘‘naturalize’’thesocialinequalitiesbetweenthesexes.ItisBenitoJFeijoo’sDefensadelas
mujeres (Defence of Women), published in 1726 as discourse XVI in volume 1 of his
Theatrocrı´ticouniversal(UniversalCritical Theatre).
48Aninnovative work,itwas crucial
to the development of a discourse of intellectual and moral gender equality, causing lively
debate by rebutting those theories which sought to establish a natural foundation for
women’s inferiority.
49
Although he still reiterated the idea of opposite temperaments (cold and moist for
women, hot and dry for men), on which, in his words, ‘‘all physics and physicians
agree’’, Feijoo denied that women’s moistness should produce diminished intellectual
aptitudes.
50 A staunch anti-scholastic, he insisted that Aristotelian principles did not
prove women’s inferiority, and that nature by no means produced women by error, as
‘‘imperfectanimals’’.
51Bylimitinggenderdifferencestothebody,morespecificallytothe
reproductive organs, he concluded, ‘‘Women are not differently formed from men with
respect to the organs which serve for discursive ability, but regarding those which Nature
has assigned for the propagation of the species.’’
52 Being to some extent familiar with
medical debate and having participated in some of its controversies, he benefited from the
authorityofhisfriends,includingimportantphysicians.
53Amongthem,Martı ´nMartı ´nez,a
48BenitoJFeijoo,Theatrocrı´ticouniversal,odiscursosvariosentodoge ´nerodematerias,paradesenga~ node
errorescomunes,Madrid,FranciscodelHierro,1726–1740,9vols.Thequotationscomefromthemodernedition:
Defensa de las mujeres, Barcelona, Icaria, 1997.
49On the significance of Feijoo and his work in the Spanish and European context of the debate, see Mo ´nica
Bolufer, Mujeres e Ilustracio ´n. La construccio ´n de la feminidad en la Espa~ na del siglo XVIII, Valencia, Institucio ´
Alfons el Magna `nim, 1998, ch. 1; idem, ‘‘‘Neither male, nor female’’: rational equality in the Spanish
Enlightenment’, in Sarah Knott and Barbara Taylor (eds), Women, gender and Enlightenment, London,
Palgrave, 2005, pp. 389–409. Apart from complete English editions of Feijoo’s essays, his Defence of women
hadatleasttwoadditionalEnglishtranslations(amongotherlanguages),underthetitlesofAnessayonwoman,or
physiological and historicaldefense of the fair sex (1765) and An essay on the learning, genius and abilities of the
fair sex (1774).
50Feijoo, op. cit, note 48 above, vol. 1, pp. 50–5: ‘‘...en esto convienen todos los fı ´sicos y me ´dicos’’.
51Ibid., pp. 18–21.
52Ibid., p. 48: ‘‘Las mujeres no son distintamente formadas que los hombres en los o ´rganos que sirve a la
facultad discursiva; sı ´ solo en aque ´llos que destino ´ la naturaleza a la propagacio ´n de la especie.’’
53On Feijoo’s knowledge of medical science, see Gregorio Mara~ no ´n, Las ideas biolo ´gicas del Padre Feijoo,
Madrid, Espasa Calpe, 1934; Fabia ´n Alejandro Campagne, ‘Medicina y religio ´n en el discurso antisupersticioso
espa~ nol de los siglos XVI al XVIII: un combate por la hegemonı ´a’, Dynamis, 2000, 20: 417–56.
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Feijoo when the controversy about Defensa de las mujeres became more intense. In his
Carta defensiva, que sobre el primer tomo del Theatro crı´tico universal (Letter in Defence
of the first Volume of the Universal Critical Theatre), Martı ´nez wrote:
I can at least say, as a Professor of Anatomy, that as the organization which makes the two sexes
different is not an instrument of thought, and man and woman come together in the manufacture of
Figure 5: Title-page of Benito J Feijoo’s Theatro crı´tico universal, 1726–1740. (Biblioteca del
Instituto de Historia de la Medicina y de la Ciencia Lo ´pez Pi~ nero, CSIC–Universitat de Val  encia,
P/0238.)
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sciences the functions are no different, for the organs are no different.
54
Thus Feijoo was able to use empirical evidence, together with a rationalist style of
argument, to reject the existence of any natural basis which might allow one to assert the
inferiorityofwomen.Onthecontrary,hisconcept ofreasonasaneutralprinciple,thesame
for both sexes, links his work with the so-called European ‘‘rationalist feminism’’ of the
late seventeenth century, represented by Marguerite Buffet, Anna Maria Schurman and
Franc ¸oisPoulaindelaBarre,amongothers:‘‘Andso,’’Feijooconcludes,‘‘womenwhosay
that the soul is not male or female can stand firm, for they speak truly’’, words reminiscent
of one of his possible sources, Poulain de la Barre’s De l’e ´galite ´ des deux sexes (On the
Equality of the two Sexes, 1673).
55
Feijoo not only attacked humoral medicine, already discredited in Enlightenment
circles. He also questioned another justification of women’s inferiority which was taking
theplaceofoldertheories:thenotionofwomen’ssensitivity(thatis,theexcessivedelicacy
ofthebrain’sfibres)asanobstacletoreason,elaboratedbytheFrenchCartesianNicolasde
Malebranche (De inquirenda veritate, 1674), thus anticipating ideas about gender which
were strongly supported by many physicians later in the eighteenth century and became
influential in the context of the new culture of sensibility.
56 On the one hand, Feijoo
questioned the empirical basis of those theories (‘‘I have read two anatomists who do not
say a word about this’’).
57 On the other, he pointed out the paradox of attributing a
diminished rationality to women on the basis of their supposedly greater sensitive recep-
tiveness precisely when the empiricist epistemology in fashion in the eighteenth century
situated the origin of knowledge in sensory impressions, so that, if anything, that possible
difference should act in their favour.
In short, Feijoo’s familiarity with medical theories—with the theories and debates and
those who featured in them—helped him to perceive and explain how anatomical and
physiological ‘‘evidence’’ was constructed to justify social inequality: ‘‘It is known that
everyone seeks physical explanations and points to them when one is, or thinks one is, sure
of their effects by experience.’’
58 One of Feijoo’s most important contributions to the
54Martı ´n Martı ´nez, Carta defensiva, que sobre el primer tomo del Theatro crı´tico universal ...le escribio ´su
ma ´s aficionado amigo, Madrid, Imprenta Real, 1726, p. 18: ‘‘A lo menos, yo como Professor Anato ´mico puedo
decir que no siendo la organizacio ´n que diversifica los dos sexos instrumento de los pensamientos, y conviniendo
hombreymugerenlafa ´bricadelpensamiento(  unicasillayemporiodelasideas)debocreerqueenlaaptitudpara
las ciencias no son desiguales los oficios, pues no son diferentes los o ´rganos.’’
55Feijoo, op. cit., note 48 above, vol. 1, p. 46: ‘‘Y ası ´, bien pueden estarse firmes las mujeres que dicen que el
almanoesvaro ´nnihembra,porquedicenbien’’.OnPoulaindelaBarreand‘‘rationalistfeminism’’inFrance,Italy
and England, see Ruth Perry, The celebrated Mary Astell: an early English feminist 1666–1731, University of
Chicago Press, 1986; Siep Stuurman, Franc ¸ois Poulain de la Barre and the invention of modern equality,
Cambridge, MA, and London, Harvard University Press, 2004; also by these two authors, Ruth Perry, ‘Mary
Astelland Enlightenment’,and SiepStuurman,‘Thedeconstruction ofgender:seventeenth-centuryfeminismand
modern equality’, in Knott and Taylor (eds), op. cit., note 49 above, pp. 357–70 and 371–88, respectively.
56YvonneKnibiehler,‘Lediscoursme ´dicalsurlafemme:constantsetruptures’,Romantisme,1976,13/14:41–
54, and idem, ‘Les me ´decinset la nature fe ´minineau tempsde code civil’, AnnalesE.S.C., July–Aug.1976,31(4):
824–45; Mo ´nica Bolufer, ‘Ciencia, reforma social y construccio ´n de identidades sexuales: la ‘‘naturaleza feme-
nina’’ en los textos me ´dicos del siglo XVIII’, Cuadernos de Ilustracio ´n y Romanticismo, 1997, 4–5: 21–38.
57Feijoo, op. cit., note 48 above, vol. 1, p. 58: ‘‘Dos anato ´micos he leı ´do que no dicen palabra de eso.’’
58Ibid.,p.41:‘‘...estascausasfı ´sicasyasesabequecadaunolasbusca,yse~ nalaasumodo,despue ´squeporla
experiencia esta ´, o se juzga asegurado de los efectos.’’
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Mo ´nica Bolufergender debate from a scientific perspective lies in this clear and lucid awareness, later
revived by writers such as Josefa Amar and Ine ´s Joyes, particularly sensitive to the bias of
the medical view.
Epilogue
It can, therefore, be said that during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries medicine
helped to justify and reproduce inequalities between men and women by constructing
and disseminating the idea of male and female natures, with differences in tempera-
ment which determined unequal moral and intellectual capacities, and these in turn
served as a basis for the differentiated, hierarchic assignation of social functions and
areas. At that time, however, the voice of the doctors was part of a chorus in which the
clergy played a more important part and had greater influence on the thinking and
social practices of the time. It was not until the eighteenth century that churchmen
began to yield their central role in this respect to men of science. And when scientists
made their voice heard with greater intensity and persistence in the second half of that
c e n t u r y ,t h e yd i ds ob yr e f o r m u l a t i n gt h eways in which the difference between the
sexes was conceptualized. Most especially, since then medicine has played a decisive
part in the construction of social norms and models of behaviour and subjectivity by its
growing influence on society and the dissemination of its principles in a wide range of
popularizing literature (works on hygiene, physical education, childcare) which spread
beyond the channels of medical literature and made an impact in the press and in moral
and pedagogical literature and works of fiction, particularly the new sentimental novel.
The doctors’ intellectual and social authority thus helped to establish the new way of
thinking of gender difference which was characteristic of modernity: the essentialist
paradigm or the paradigm of the ‘‘incommensurable difference’’, which understood
male and female as radically different essences, physically and morally, and which
emphasized and redefined the domestic and, especially, maternal status and the moral
and hygienic obligations of mothers, whom doctors addressed with particular insis-
tence, exalting the political importance of their domestic role and seeking to intervene
in homes through their mediation.
Needless to say, in seeking to reveal this nature, what was being done was to
construct it, presenting those agreements with the new patterns of utility, order and
respectability as more ‘‘natural’’, healthy and moral. And, in the case of women, the
individual body and the social body were represented in a particularly insistent manner
as two faces of the same coin: caring for themselves appeared as a responsibility of their
body towards others, so that the behaviour which was said to provide the best assurance
of physical and moral well-being seemed, almost providentially, to coincide with the
behaviour considered favourable for the propagation of the species and the maintenance
or transformation of social structures. Thus, with various nuances, in the eighteenth,
nineteenth and twentieth centuries medical discourse made a powerful contribution to
creating a new sense of the responsibility of families in the construction of moral and
social order. And it did so especially by emphasizing the moral and hygienic obligations
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Medicine and the Querelle des Femmes in Early Modern Spainof mothers, whom doctors addressed with particular insistence, exalting the importance
of their domestic role and attempting to intervene in households by their mediation, first
among the urban elites, and later, with the development of social medicine, in the
working-class areas of cities.
59 However, as Michael Ende wrote in The neverending
story, ‘‘that’s another story and shall be told another time’’.
59Jacques Donzelot, La police des familles, Paris, E ´ditions de Minuit, 1977; Mo ´nica Bolufer, ‘El plantel del
Estado.La‘‘educacio ´nfı ´sica’’delasmujeresylosni~ nosenlaliteraturadedivulgacio ´nme ´dicadelsigloXVIII’,in
Mary Nash and Rosa Ballester (eds), Mulheres, trabalho e reproduc ¸~ ao. Atitudes sociais e polı´ticas de protec ¸~ ao a `
vida, Porto, Edic ¸~ oes Afrontamento, 1996, pp. 57–75; idem, ‘Cos femenı ´, cos social: apunts d’historiografia sobre
els sabers m  edics i la construccio ´ cultural d’identitats sexuades (segles XVI–XIX)’, Afers, 1999, 33/34: 309–28;
idem,‘Lesv^ etementsdelasante ´.Lediscoursdesapparencesdansl’EspagneduXVIIIesi  ecle’,inAnne-LiseHead-
Ko ¨nig and Liliane Mottu-Weber (eds), Les femmes dans la socie ´te ´europe ´enne, Geneva, Droz, 2000, pp. 11–30;
Catherine Jagoe, Alda Blanco and Cristina Enrı ´quez de Salamanca, La mujer en los discursos de ge ´nero: textos y
contextos del siglo XIX, Barcelona, Icaria, 1998; Nerea Aresti, Me ´dicos, donjuanes y mujeres modernas. Los
ideales de feminidad y masculinidad en el primer tercio del siglo XX, Bilbao, Universidad del Paı ´s Vasco, 2001.
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